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Actor Nakamura Utaemon IV as Genkurō from the popular drama ‘Yoshitsune and the Thousand
Cherry Trees’ (Yoshitsune senbon zakura 義経千本桜). Genkurō is a shape-shifting fox spirit that appears
to Shizuka Gozen disguised as Yoshitsune’s retainer Satō Tadanobu. Mysteriously, Genkurō is
summoned whenever Shizuka Gozen’s beats a treasured drum. The audience later learns that the
magical drum is stretched with the hide of the fox spirit’s father.

This production of Yoshitsune senbon zakura was performed in the 9th lunar month of 1847 at the
Kawarazaki Theatre with actor Onoe Baikō IV as Shizuka Gozen. [1] The double censor seals of Mera
Ta’ichirō and Murata Sahei confirm that this print was issued in the period 1846-1852, and is likely
to have been approved by censors in 1847-1848. [2]



The series, Haiku Poets in Calligraphy and Painting(Haika shoga kyōdai) by Utagawa Kunisada
(1786-1865) was jointly published by Ebisuya Shōshichi and Kobayashi Taijirō. [3] This 36-sheet
series was issued in a period when censorship of actor prints was beginning to relax. Tokugawa
officials had banned actor prints in the summer of 1842, however by 1847 kabuki-related prints
featuring the faces of star actors had returned.

In order to avoid official reprisals and fines, the artist and publisher were careful not to name the
actor in the print. When the design was issued, Nakamura Utaemon would have been instantly
recognisable to his fans, accustomed to reading the stylized facial features or ‘likenesses’ (J. nigao)
of kabuki actors. A previous owner of the print has pasted a vertical strip of paper to the sheet with
the actor’s name handwritten in black ink: ‘Nakamura Utaemon’ (中村歌右衛門). [4]

Utaemon IV is depicted in heroic, red kumadori makeup, a voluminous wig, and distinctive costume.
He wears a red kimono decorated with white Buddhist wheels (J. rinpō), its sleeves tied back with a
purple and yellow twisted cord. This is the costume traditionally worn when performing the part of
Genkurō in Yoshitsune senbon zakura.

The title of the series is printed in the top right corner of the sheet. To the left of the composition
within a rectangular frame imitative of a poetry slip (J. tanzaku), appears a haiku poem in cursive
script. The printed poem is attributed to the female poet, Chiyome, also known as ‘Chiyo of Kaga’
(1703-1775).

It reads:

An early cry

Of triumph

Could it be the bush warbler?

Uguisu ya

haya hitokoe no

shitarigao

In pairing actor and poem, the artist and publisher are likening the exultant call of the bush warbler
to the melodious speech of Nakamura Utaemon. The poem also carries the connotations of ‘fast
utterance’ (J. haya hitokoe) and ‘a proud and self-satisfied attitude’ (J. shitarigao), which possibly
describe the actor’s spoken delivery and proud manner.

Vanessa Tothill, May 2020
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